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ABSTR,ACT

The micro\^/ave complex permittivities of the amorphous semiconductor

tit, G"tO Or3O t"OB and anthracene organic crystals have been measured

in the frequency rangc I-4 Gllz and 29-31 GHz in the presence of high

steady efectric fiel-ds, and at various temperatures. The results show

that in amorphous semiconductors there is a resonance absorption at the

frequency of 1.6 GHz, and the resonance frequency is strongly temperature

dependent, and that in anthracene organic crystals the real- part of the

complex permittivity is independent of frequency in the frequency

ranges from I to 4 GHz and from 29 to 31 GHz and not sensitive to

temperature in the temperature range from 10 to 50oC. Vüithin the

frequency range und.er investigation the real part of the complex

permittivity of both amorphous semiconductors and organic crystals is

not. affected by the applied steady electric field.

On the basis of the experimental results the resonance absorption

phenomenon in the amorphous semiconductors is attributed to rotational-

vibration of dipoles, which may be formed by the aggregate of atoms of

different types, about their equilibrium position. Because of low

resonance frequency these dipoles are expected to be large in size and

in moment of inertia. For anthracene organic crystals the real part

of complex permittivity may be due mainl-y to electronic polarization.
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1.

CÍIAPTER 1

TNTRODUCTÏON

The study of high fiel-d transport phenomena in semiconductors

has received much attention during the past two decades. The progress

towards detailed understanding of high-field effects actually began

in 1951 when the first high field experiments on Ge and Si rvere carried

out by ShockJ-ey and Ryder [53, 57). Since then, intensive efforts

have been made to explore the high-field or the so-call-ed hot el-ectron

transport phenomena in semiconductors"

The study of hiqh-field transport is of considerable practicaÌ

interest" Many solid. state electronic devices are either based on

some effects of high fields on the carriers or necessarily involve this

in their operation.

The complex permittivity is one of the important parameters

governing the properties of semiconductors. Thus, the study of this

parameter under various conditions mav l-ead to a better understanding

of the structure of the materials and to some guidelines to

their practical applications "

The present project is mainly concerned with the microwave complex

permittivities of the amorphous semiconductor ,il2 
""r-O 

O"30 ,.4, and

anthracene organic crystals in the presence of high steady el,ectric

fields. In the case of amorphous semiconductors, the present theory

of solid state physics is apparently unable to explain the optical,

electrical, and thermal- properties of these materials, while in organic

crystals the behaviour of JI - electrons is still not fuJ-Iy understood.

ti12 
"ul' 

O=30 t.n' has been used as the model sample for the study



of amorpÌìous semiconductors and anthracene as the model sample for

that of organic crystals, This is one of the major reasons of choosing

these material-s for the present investigation. The behaviour

of their complex permittivity as a function of frequenc-w Lemperature,

and applied bias field has been studied in the hope that this would provide

further insight into the properties of these materials.

Chapter 2 presents a brief review of previous theoretical and

experimental work and Chapter 3 the experimental- techniques and theory

used to determine the complex permittivities from the measured para-

meters. The experimental procedures and microwave circuits used are

described in detail in Chapter 4, the experimental resul-ts and discussion

are given in Chapter 5, and conclusions arising from this investigation

in Chapter 6.



3.

CFTAPTJ]R 2

REVIE!{ OF PREVIOUS WORK

The earliest work on the effect of high electric fields on the

behaviour of el-ectrons in sofids rvas carried out in connection with

dielectric breakdown in insulators. Theoretical- studies of the effect

of high fields on the distribution function and mobility of electrons

in semiconductors were first carried out in the l93O's lI4,15l but

experimental resul-ts in this field were not avai]able until 1951 [53, 57].

Shockley l57l and Ryder [53] were the first to shorv experimental-ly that

at room temperature and 78"K the nobility of carriers in rightly doped

germanium and silicon decreases with increasing field under high electric

fields (higher than f KV/cm); they attil-buted this to an increase in

energy of the carriers by the applied fiel-d. shockley 1,511 has al-so

calculated the carrier mobility for n-germanium as a function of field

and his results are in agreement with the experiments.

Electric conductivities at high electric fiel_ds have been

extensively studied in germanium and silicon of various tlzpes and con-

centrations of dopents and at various temperatures, in III-V compounds,

and in other semicond.uctors " Large mobility changes with el-ectric field

have been found not to be due to change of electron energy, particularly

in piezoel-ectric material-s such as cds and zno lr2l. rn werr-doped

CdS crystals, the current is ohmic up to the field for which the

electron drift verocitv approaches the sound veJ-ocity and tends to

saturate or to increase slowJ-y with increasing field t581. The monohmic

behaviour has been sho$/n to arise from the generation of acoustic flux

by the carriers, which takes place when the drift velocity exceeds the



sound velocitv"

Application of a high fiel-d to a metal woufd not produce

significant char-rge in electron temperature, because Lhe average electron

energy is already high even rvithout field. Hot electrons have, however,

been introduced into a metal by tunneling from another metal or a semi-

conductor when appropriatelv biased l4O, 59, 601 " In this situation the

properties of greatest interest are the rate of energy loss and the mean

free path of the efectrons "

Not all- of the conductivity changes observed in high fields are

due to the change in mobility" Changes have been observed at low

temperatures in germanium [], 32,54,55], silicon [66], GaAs t45l

due to impact ionization of shallow-level impurities by the hot carriers.

In fnSb, large changes at room temperatures and below have been shovin

to be due to impact ionízation of the Lattice by hot carriers [50, 61].

Theoretical approaches Lo high field transport phenomena are

mainly based on the determinatj-on of the carrier d.istribution function

for a given condition by solving the Bol-tzmann transport equation

[36, 461 " In the following we briefly revierv some previous rvork in this

field.

2"I. Experimental Approaches

One of the early experiments employing microrvave techniques to

study absorption properties of semiconductors subjected to a high dc

field is that of Arther et aI t4l. fn their experiment, the semiconductor

sample was cut in the form of a rectangular slab and inserted into the

waveguide throuqh a narrow slot cut in the center of the broad faces of

the guide. The dc fÍeld was applied parallel to the microwave el-ectric



fie1d. They have found that microwave attenuation in n-Ge of 5 ol-rm-cm

resistivity decreases with incrcasing applied dc field. Since the d.c.

field is parallel to the microwave electric field and t-he l-atter is much

smal-ler than the former, the fiel-d due to microwave radiation represents

a small oscillation around the mean applied field and so the absorption

is proportional- to the differential mobility at that applied fiel-d.

Figure 2.1- shows the electron vel-ocity as a function of applied d.c.

field with the saturation velocity at about 4.5 lÕ,//cm, and this is in

general agreement r,¡ith that theoretically predicted by Ryder and

Shockley [I4, 15] .

Using the same sample and waveguide geometry as those of Arther

et al-, Gibson et al t2Ll, have measured the attenuation and phase shift of

the sampte holderatafrequency of 34.75 GHz under various d.c. fields,

and found that the mobility at this microwave frequency is intermediate

between the nobility (v/E) and differential- mobility (dvldE) obtained

from the variation of carrier velocity with electric field. They have

also found that the contribution of free carriers to the dielectric

constant is negative at zero fieLd but becomes positive at high fields.

Their results for n-Ge is shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2,3. It ís

interesting to note that electron carriers in n-type materials foflow

these theoretical predictions, but not holes in p-type material-s.

Another experiment was carried out by Zucker et al tTfl involving

the heating of charge carriers by large d.c. pulses and superimposing

on these a smal-l microwave electric field paral-leJ- to the d.c. field.

In their experiment the sample was shaped in the form of a thin filament

and then inserted into a small circular slot cut in the broad faces of

a waveguide which was shorted one quarter of a guide-wavelength beyond
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B.

the sample. The conductivity and dielecl-ric constant as functions of

appJ-ied d.c. field at a frequency of 70 GIIz for moderately doped n-Ge

samplcs are shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. They have also reported that

such a field dependent phenomenon of the conductivity and diel-ectric

constant for n-Ge depends al-so on crystal orientation. The d.c.

conductivity and small signal dielectric constant as functions of the

d.c. bias fields, taken along differnt crystal orientations and at 77oK,

are shown in Figs.2.6anð.2"7. The effect of crystal anisotropy on con-

ductivity is maximum at about IKV,/cm, and tends to decrease at higher

fields. In general, the conductivity decreases monotomically with

increasing fields v¡hil-e the small signal diel-ectric constant usually

increases with electric field, reaches a maximum val-ue at a specific

value, and then decreases again with field. This phenomenon of anisotropy

has also been observed in n-Si [27]. Using a method simil-ar to that of

Gibson et al, cunn l24l showed by differentiating graphically the d.c.

mobility curve that the a.c" mobility equals the differential mobility.

A similar phenomenon has al-so been observed in n-InSb ll-2l and some

results are shown in Figs . 2.8 and 2.9. The sharp rise in conductivity

and decrease in dielectric constant occurring at higher fiel-ds are

attributed to the increase in carrier concentration due to impact

ionization tf2l "

The effect of d.c" bias field on microv¡ave complex permittivity

of n-Si and n-GaÀs at various temperatures has been studied by Wu et

al [68], using the frequency 9.03 Kl"lclsec and applied d.c. field up to

4"5 KV,/cm. Their results are shown in Figs" 2.10 and 2.11. Glover tZZl

has al-so measured relative permittivity and microwave conductivity of

n-GaAs at 35 cHz as functions of applied d.c. field up to fieÌds of
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16 KV/cm and his results are shorvn in Figs, 2.I2 and 2.13. The large-

signal and smal-l-signal permittivities of n-GaAs converge only at low-

fieLds where elecLron inertia due to momentum relaxation is the only

process of importance. At higher fields, thermal relaxation processes

predominate with different effects in the two cases. The smalI-signal

permittivity shows a large sharply peaked maximum at a field near the

threshold value. The large-signal permittivity, on the other hand, has

a comparativellz much smal-l-er and broader peak occuring at a field higher

than the threshold. The large signal permittivity is defined as an

average over large signal swings"

2.2. Theoretical Approaches

The d.c. bias dependence of the microwave complex permittivity

can be analysed on the basis of conservation of energy and momentun [2I]

This approach can further be simplified if a ô function distribution

can be used to represent the distribution of all carriers having the

same energy, and the constant energy surfaces can be assumed to be

spherical.

The rate of

field is given by

a(n*l-)
o_=

dt -s

change of net momentum of carriers in an el-ectric

mv_
-d

T
m

Q"I)

where the first term represents the rate of gain of momentum from the

field and the second term represents the rate of loss of momentum to

the lattice, a* being the momentum relaxation time.

The average rate of change of carrier energy in the field is
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e-e
(2,2)

e

r¡/here the rate of l-oss of energy to the lattice, represented by the

second term on the right, has been assumed to be proportional to the

excess of energy over the thermal equilibrium value eL. The guantitlz

te is the energy rel-axation time which in general is a function of

carrier energy"

In the presence of a high d.c. field, but in the absence of any

microwave field, Eg. (2.2) in steady state becomes

de
ã;=ttd'E

L

e - e = e T v- ËO L - eO 'do'-o

o2 -2= (fu) t.o t*o 
"J

where the subscript trOrt indicates
When a small- microwave electric field

parallel to the d.c. field E , the
o

of the carriers can be written as

(2.3)

d.c. equilibrium conditions.

is superimposed in a direction

total energy and drift velocity

(2"4)

€=e

td=

+Ae

in which Ae <<

dependence of

T =ae
m

U

Çuo

-n?
=be

+ Av-
o

e and
o

T and
m

-n_
T

^;, 
<< ;.^. By assumingct oo

T can be written in the
e

that the energy

form

(2.5)

g

where rl- and

microwave field

are constants.

and T can beme

Then in the presence of

well approximated by

n2

T

a smal-l
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tlriting

(2"4) and (2.5)

approximation "

dAv -d
dr

the microwave field as E..

into Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2),

Q.6)

iti-lte and substituting Eqs.

we obtain the first order

(2 "7)

-1
m

-1
Ç

_'tr '(1
mo

-1r (1
eo'

Ac.tr -J) |
o

Ae,nî 
-/ze

o

iLÙte E e Av.ac *-d
¡*T

tdo 
ae-n LT emoO

dAe iûrtT:- = e v- E e - + e Av- Ectt do ac d

The complex conductivity O (o) , related to A rU,

ne Â v-
o ((r))

E eiûJtac

By making the approximations t

l-\L

o-ã-
o

e -e
[1 + nrt#l] (2.8)

'"o

The first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.7) give the complete

effect of the microwave field on momentum when the energy of the

carriers remains unchanged. The third term shows the change in t* with

energy. The first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.8) represent

the first order change in the rate of energy gain due to the super-

position of the microwave field on the d.c. fietd, whereas the third

term gives the change in the rate of energy flow because of the changes

in e and T.c

(r¡ t )' .. r
m

Ta )) Trn '

, and

is given by

(2.9\

(2.10)

theare reasonable for the frcq_uencieb and 'material_s used

previously cited investigations, though the second

l-n
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condition in Eq. (2.10) (i.e.

carriers with energies greater

part of the conductivity can be

>>T) isnoteÍt
than the opticai-

expressed as

well satisfied for

phonon energy; the real

(2.1r_)

and

(2 "12)

(2.13)

(2.L4)

QNO_=O(f ---::" 1R o' 2-2'I + r¡-lt-

where o
o

is the conductj-vity

Q = 2nr(ro - ,r)/r.o .o

IT = "rroll + (na + nr) (eo - .") /eol

at the field Eo'

and

using the imaginary part of the conductivity and Eq. (2.6), the high

frequency dieLectric constant can be written as

o
er(ûr) = er(tat) - an j t.*o

.)

Oil---ì
) )tI + (l)-Jï-

It can be seen from Eqs. (2.11) - (2.I4) that if .* is independent of

carrier energy, or if rl is zero, oR and er(ûJ) would have values

appropriate to those at a d.c. field 
"o.

The in-phase modulation of

T* gives rise to the second term of Eq. (2"11-) , whereas the out-of-

phase term tends to counteract the usual contribution of carriers to

er(ul) provided that rl t o" This is the origin of the increase in

er (ûl) found experimentally at high bias fields.

Arther et al l4l have reported that at low frequencies

d;-
o=nu o

dE

From Eq. (2"11) , for üJlT << I

obtain

(2.1s)

d;_
and by setting oR = ne þ.. = ne (i) we

dE
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d;-
(t - CIil) = (r/v,^) t-.--91 tdc 

aË

whcre Il.^ is the carrier mobility in the fieldclc

(2.1I) we have
d;.

u-3
' tt-- uË '', åll=3¡-
ûJ 'u- - u ) |

clc ac

Er

o

(2.16)

Thus from Eq.

(2.r7)

(2.18)

(2.Le)

where all quantities on the right-hand side are directlv measurabl-e.

Using this equation, Gibson et aI L2Il have found that the values of

il for n-Ge are in the range of I to 3 x ]o-lf sec in the fiel-d

range of 500-5000 Vrlcm. Once II has been d.eterm.ined experimental-ly

Eq" (2"11) and tìe measured oR and oo can be used to determine 0.

since t*o can be deduced from d.c. data, all the quantities required

to ca]cul-ate e -(ûJ) can then be determined" However, the val_ues ofI

er(ut) were calculated from Eq. (2.r4) are in good agreement with

experimental results for n-Ge but show poor argument for p-Ge.

To modify this theorv, Gibson et al t2ll have mad.e the assumption

that the carriers fo]low a drifted Maxwell--Boltzmann distribution and

that the dominant scattering mechanisms are acoustic and optical phonon

scattering; and obtain the momentum and energy balanced equations:

^Êr*ir r d';dË op

+ r5l I d3;aco dt' op

where r5l and ,#,on are, respectively, the rates of change of'dt'aco

the distribution function of the carriers due to scattering by acoustical-

and optical phonons; N and v are, respectivery, tl.u concentration

and velocity of carrierst Kg and T are, respectively, the Boltzmann

dv. r-
N m* ,q = ne n - I

cl,i:"', 
---ro-

lü ------=;- = Ne v- ' EctE o

vl (+) +ot' aco

.æ

- f er(+)
Jo dt'
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constant and the

of the carriers;

assumed drifted

3temperature of carriers; and ;

t - is the disct rplaced velocity as

Maxwe]lian distribrrtion function.

O"t is the mean energy

defined in the

(2.20)

(2 "22)

(2 "23)

(2.24)

r(ü, iu, r) = *,-rþ. ,)3/2 "*pB

,-nr* lü - "al
ZNI

B

in which *D is the density of

second and higher order of iU,

in the form

f(V,v.,T)-f +f cos0ctoe

where

state mass. By neglecting terms of

we can write the distribution function

(2 "2r)

fo (e ,r) = x t;;{¡l 3/2

B'

re(e, iu, r) = ür 
t" 

I

.t
exp (- =;)\'

; I l;ul

V.EcosO =

lËl lul
dx af

Stratton t63l has obtained expressions for f"3l , (rg) ,
âr af dt aco dil aco

t^-91^- and fçfl^*. Thus by substituting these expressions, indt. op 'dt -op

appropriate form, into Eqs. (2"18) and (2.19) a smal-l signal analysis
d Av_

Ieads to first order expressions for *. # and 3/2 KB # in

ÀV and At" There expressions are similar to Eqs. (2.18) and (2.Ig)

in form and. therefore the solution for o(o) can be easily obtaj_ned.

However, expressions for O(o) and e(ûJ) and II are the same as those

given by Eqs. (2.l-l-), (2.I4), and (2"I7), although CI and i[ are

defined differently. In this theory iI is a sensitive function of the

ratio of optical to acoustic mode coupling constants. Gibson et aI have

evaluated I.[ for n-Ge for different values of this ratio, ranging from
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the value required to account for the temperature dependencc of thc

mobility to values considerably J-ower. The expcrimental valucs obtained

agree as to the order of magnitude of the theorctical val-ue of il over

the range of bias fiel-ds from 0 to 5 t<V/cm. Ilolever, Gibson et al-

were not abl-e to duplicate the variation of II with E for all- values

of the ratio of coupling constant and suggested that the most probabJ-e

reason for the lack of agreement between theory and experiment is that

at fiel-ds as low as 2 i(\//cmr. or higher, regions of momentum space are

populated with carriers whose average effective mass is dependent upon

their energy either through the departure from the parabofic rel-ation-

ship of t and K with the <11-f> varleys, or through the poputation

at K = o minimum. Conwell_ ll-2l, on the other hand, disagrees with

this suggestion, because there is no evidence for a departure from the

parabolic e-K relation or a variation in effective mass, at fields as

low as 2 KV/cm" scattering to the K=o minimum is not, in any case,

expected to have much effect because of the smal-l density of states in

this minimum. However, the discrepancy between theory and experiment

may also possibly be due to the use of the shifted l'laxivell-.-Bol-tzmann

distribution. rhis distribution would be particularly poor in the warm

el-ectron region, i.e., in fields up to about 2ooov/cm. Another possible

source of discrepancy between theory and experiment is the neglect of

the rel-axation due to interva]l-ey scattering t34l . The intervalley

scattering time has been shown to be of the order of the varue T at
E

78"K. A simpJ-e treatment of the frequency dependence of the conduct.ivity

including rel-axation repopuJ-ation as weIl as energy relaxation has been

carried out by Schmidt-Tiedmann t561.

Using the same approach as that adopted by Gibson et al,Köpetz
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and Pötzt t34l have analy.zed the microwave conductivity un<1er hot

electron conditions.

The only theoretical approach to the problem of high field

transport which has yieldedquantitative rcsults-is through the sofution

of the Bol-tzmann equation [35, 36,38]. The validity of the Boltzmann

equation in the region of high fields has been partially investigated

by Hasegawa and Yamashita t28l. Using a method similar to that

of Kohn and Luttinger t33l for low fields, they have shorvn that for the

simple band structure model, and for acoustic mode scattering only, the

transport equation obtained from the equation of motion of the density

matrix is equivalent to the Boltzmann equation. For their model_, the

sol-ution of the Bol-tzmann equation may be expressed by a series of

Lege.¡¿¡s polynomials [13]

co
f (e ,x) - I

it=o
G (e') P (x)n n' (2.23)

where x is the cosine of the angle between K and E. rf the ross

of carrier energy in a coltision is only a small fraction of the total-

carrier energy and the scattering is not predominantly forrvard or back-

ward, the distribution can be considered to be spherically symmetric t16l.

In such a case all- terms in the expansi-on in comparison with that for

n = o are smal-l- and in addition, it has been shown in most cases that

G.(e) << G, (e ), and that G (e) for n > 3 are much smal-l_er. There-¿Ln
fore, for the simpre model- and approximately elastic and isotropic

scattering, a good approximation to the distribution function is obtained

with only two terms in Eq. (2"23) . Thus, we have

f = fo(e) + KE ge(e ) (2,24)
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where \ is the component of K

equation is given by

in the field direction. The Bol-t.zmann

of the distribution

(2.2s)

function due to

tr= rEr +ðt 'ât'E
.\r

where r*il is thedt ti

the field and it may

r!!r'ðt'c

rate of change

be written as

,!E',:-uË.v(at/r=-11 'uKf

^;=-ñ(n"*

_ð 
(x" ø")

t-tL^l dE c

)
, ä-K'. r

eq +------.:"f)-e mx o'
?
3

(2.26)

(2 .27 )

For spherical- constant energy surfaces and constant effective mass m* i
-2 __2

where the term \p has been replaced by its average ?., the

prime represents differentiation with respect to e ¡ and ,-rTr. is

the rate of change of f due to scattering which is given by

KEqe "e

where 'r is the rel-axation time due to elastic and randomising scattering

processes. Thus ¡ \,,¿e can write the Boltzmann equation in the form

ðr
tafr

se

Kr g.
eE

.2
tthK".¡

(q +iq +-" 6 ì
-e J -e m* to' âr '^ 28)- ãt \¿'fr

âf
dt o, the coefficient of each Legendre potynomialIn the steady state,

vanishes, giving

Ar
(---e)
dt'c

(nu
I

eg)
e

2+-
3

eE
fr

I

f
o

heET
m*

(2 "29)

(2.30)

(2.28) can take on the followingfn the presence of a microwave field, Eq"

forms
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Af.o.¿t¡.-) 
" 

- ã

-n-u 
_ Lg!_ =Tm*

af
t--€tdtc

')f
d,^3/2,to
dc f,e' At

2t;e9 ) = 0
JCS

eE*

where E* is the tota] field (appLied d.c.

If the microwave fiel-d is parallel to the

can be expressed as

cf =o ' iûJt
.e .es * n91 

"

where 1_ _, g _ _, f. t and g, areos -es I 'I
Using Lhe above equations, we obtain

the following
*

eE
o- rr (9""
*heE T
o__ f.m* -os

*
eE2o1

( 2. 31)

(2.32)

and microrvave el-ectric fields )

d.c. field the total_ fiel_d

(2.34)

l.

he"

âq-e
dt

* * iûJtE = E^ (1 + À e**") (2"33)
o

where À is a constant which is much smaller than unity for smarl

signaJ- analysis. By setting

f =f +Àr-eioto os "-1

constants independent of time"

by neglecting 2nd order term in

cf=-es

af-
rr-J'

9r=

.-5 t Z de
e

*
-fre E T Afoos

- 
r-T

m* (1 + ir.o-r) ' ât

7, /)[e-'- (ges + g])l = iof,

â tr-.

o¿

(2.35)

(2 "36)

(2 "37)

(2.38)

It is clear that Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36) represent

of Eqs" (2.291 and (2.30). They have been solved

for n-Ge by Reik and Risken [5]l r and yamashita

the

to

and

d. c. cornponents

various degrees

Inoue t69l
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af
taking into account the opticar and acoustic scattering in (-..o.srðt 'c

Nag and Das l42l have obtained a solution of Eqs. (2,37) and

(2.38) for n-Gc at a fieÌcl of 2 KV/cm assuming isotr:o¡tic cffective

mass, acoustic and optical phonon scattering, and using various values

for interaction constants. Their anal-ysis is successful in explaining

the d.c. curves; and the agreement between their theory and experiment

is fairlv good for changes of O but comparatively poor for changes

of e.

To assess the effect of inter-electronic scattering on irot-el-ectron

microwave conductivity, Guha and Nag L23J have recal-culated the resul-ts

of Gibson et a] ÍzIJ taking the effect of anisotropic effective mass

into account, but assuming that the inter-el-ectronic scattering establishs

a Maxwel-l-ian distribution" They have shown that experimental- resul-ts

on the microwave incremental conductivity agree with the theory based

on a dispLaced }laxwelrian distribution and the anarysis by Nag and

Das 142) , and calculated that the conductivity is not sensitive to

inter-electronic scattering because the effect of anisotropy in the

band structure is small at room temperature.

For a more accurate sol-ution of the Bol-tzmann equation Budd t3gl

converts the Boltzmann equation into an integral equation v¡ith time and

position variables measured along the collison-free trajectories of the

carriers- He has sofved the Bol-tzmann equation for p-Ge using this

method. The theoretical analysis agrees quite wel-l- with experimental-

resul_ts. Lav/ and Kao t3gl have also presented a new approach to the

exact analytical solution of the time dependent BoÌtzmann transport,

equation by means of an iterative perturbation technique for single-vaì.ley

semiconcluctors, and give exampJ-es to demonstrate the use of their method

to predict a.c. and d.c' conductivities in nondegenerate single-valley

semiconductors.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERI¡ÍENTAL TECIINTQUES

3.1. Measurement of Micror¡ave Properties IJsing a SLotted Waveguid.e

^Structure,

Semiconductor properties may be measured at microwave frequencies

by inserting a suitable sample, normally a rectangular sl-ab in a wave-

guide [ff, 2L, 24, 39]. The conductivity and permittivity are d.educed

by measuring the propagation coefficient corrected for an j-nhomogeneously

filled waveguide. This method is straightforward provided that the

sample is in contact with at least two of the waveguide rval-ls. In the

measurement of hot-el-ectron effects, a direct voltage is applied to the

sample, and in this case the sample has to be insuLated from the wave-

guide wall-s. IL is al-so desirable to keep the contacts on the sample

outside the waveguide, to avoid difficul_ties arising from carrier

.injection. Tn this situation some principal effects such as those

ari-sing from the presence of the slot and the finite length of the sample

have to be considered t25l "

3"1"I " lnhomogeneouslg fiJJed waveguid.e.

rn the following discussion it wilr be assumed., in order to

simplify calculations that the dielectric loss is very small and may be

neglected. For semiconductors, however, the permittivity ,, will

be replaced by the complex permittivity a] = ,' - ja".'r
The normal modes of propagation for guides loaded with dielectric

slabs are generarly not either E or H modes, but a combination of

E and H modes. An except.ion is the case of nrro modes which have
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the el-ectric field paraflel to the slab and no yariation of field along

the dielectric-air interface.

For an as1'mmetricalty loaded guide as illustrated in Fig. 3.1,

with a srab whose rel-ative dielectric constant is er, the rel-ation

between the two wave numbers or' in air and K2r, in the dierectric

can be determined from the transcendental equation [lf, 39],

K- tanK_t=-K tanK dln 2n 2n ln (3.1)

rvhere t is thickness of the slab. The eigenval_ue of Eq. (3.1) may

be obtained directly by considering the transverse plane equiva¡-ent

circuit of the loaded guide as il_l_ustrated in Fig.3.2. The equivalent

transmission-line circuit is a junction of two Lines, with characteristic

impedances proportional- to the wave impeclances (inversely proportional

to the wave numbers) of the two sections, terminated by short-circuits

at opposite ends " The wave numbers *r' and K2r, are determined frorn

the condition that the zero impedance load at x = a must transform to

a zero impedance at x = o. On the basis of conventionaf transmission-

line theory we have

iK:ltanK^t+irlltanr d¿n ¿n l_n l-n
'l

].n K_In -l -]*f., - Kr* tan Krrrt tan Krrrd
(3 "2)

The condition that ,in shoul-d equal zero is in fact that given by

Eq. (3.1). This transverse-resonance procedure is useful for finding

eigenvalue equations for guides loaded with several dielectric slabs.

The eigenvalue equation for LSE modes for an inhomogeneously

but symmetrically filled guide, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3, which is

usually used in the measurement of semiconductor properties, can be

obtained from the condition that a short circuit should appear at the
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d f l*-

FiS. 3.I. Aslzmmetrical dielectric slab-loaded guide

short
circurt

T
b

T

short
circuit

Fig" 3"2" Transverse equivaÌent transmission-line circuit

F_ d _-____+{
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centre of the slab for asymmetrical modes and an open circuit for

symmetrical modes. The corresponding eigenvalue equations for these

two cases are given by

*2.,'
o2n ttt *r'rd = *r-,-, tut -? (3'3)

K2r,t
K, cot K.-d = K.- tanl-n l_n 2n 2

symmetric modes are those which have a symmetrical variation of 
""

with respect to x about the point x = a,/2.

The relationship between the propagation constant in the Z

direction and the transverse wave vectors is

*2 2 .mtr.2 2Y =K. + (:-) -KJnþo

= K? + r9t2 - eo K2¿nbro

Equation (3.4) for the 
"tO 

mode can be written as

tant(y*2 + rc2)å (e--:-!)l 
_ 

cottty*2 + e; r3)4 r/rl
<y*2 * r3t4 (^(*2 * ,i 

"!t+

(3. s)

(3.6)

This equation has been used by Gunn [24], Gibson et aI l2l-l and. tr{u et

al t68l for measuring the complex permittivity of n-Ge, n-Si, and

n-GaAs "

3"L"2" The dieLectric step discontinuitg

so far only the ideal case in which the dielectric sl-ab is

assumed to be infinite in length has been considered. For a dielectric

step discontinuity the Rayleigh-Ritz tlrl method may be emproyed to

obtain an approximate sorution for the equivarent circuit of the

junction of an empty and inhomogeneously filled rectangular waveguide
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shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3,5, As an exa.mple, the parameters for an

equivalent circuit, see Fig. 3.6, with 
"3 

= n, e. = 2,56, a = O.9O

inches ¡ and t ranging from 0 to 0.5 inches, harvc been computed and

plotted as functions of t/a. The turns ratio n:l is equal to unity

for all- values of t. The series reactance *l- is very smarr, whire the

shunt reactance XZ is large. For all practical purposes, the equival-ent

circuit is just a junction of two transmission l-ines, with characteristic

impedances proportional to the wave impedances of the Hlo mode in

the two regions.

3.1.3. Propagation constants of the Loaded guide.

Using measurements from a transmission bridge Gunn l24l has
*

obtained Y from

AArY=-
8.68 Ag

ß=
57 .2e6 Li"

Nepers/unit length

^0 (3.7)(9"L - 9.2) e7 .3

(3.8)

l-ength (3.9)

this method is that it

v = o' + jß = | u,. ä-¡:aaal 
* ll

where A0 and AA aref ïespectively, the phase and attenuation change

between two identical samples except for differing rength, L. and 9"^.
¿

From Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) we can determine r*t
The same technique has been used for a completeJ-y filled wave-

guide section by Westphal t67l " If 
^A 

is given in dB, and A0 in

degrees, the attenuation and phase constants of the sample filred

guide are

A0 . 2tt* I- 
^ll. 

radians/unit
l

The only difficulty ofwhere A9" = 9", - 9,2.
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Fi9.3.3. Symmetrical
equivalent

+x

dielectric slab-loaded guide and
transmiss ion-1ine .

t---d---tr þ-d---

its transverse

d -¡ f l-- d --*r

----+X

Fig. 3.4. The dielectric step díscontinuity"
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Fig. 3"5. Equivalent circuit for the dielectric step

7
I

1

OB

0.6

0/.
OB 10

3 " 6. Equivalent-circuit
E, = 2"56, Ko = 2

T
a

parameters for
rad. " /cm.

F-0'9 ---l

Fig. the dieLectric step.
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requires two samoles with exactly the same electrical properties and

cross-section. This is usually not easy to obtain and also the

uncertainties arising from multimeasurements increase.

Considering the multiple reflections at the interfaces between

the l-oaded and air fil-l-ed section of waveguide, wu et al- t6gl have

determined the transmission coefficient T*. It is given by

-*-^-(a+i4¡r-e ( 3. r0)
tv" * y* )2 - (y* - rll2 "-zr" 

t

The propagation constant y* can be found from Eq. (3.10) either by

graphical- means by plotting A and 0 as functions of \o , or by

numerical computation methods. The latter technique was adopted by Wu

who used a Ne\A/ton-Raphson iteration technique.

3.1-.4" Corrections required for a sl_otted waveguide sgstem

The practical waveguide circuit, shown in Fig - 3.7 d.iffers from

the ideal-ized model in three significant respects.

a) Refl-ections occur at each end of the sampÌe and must be considered

when calculating the propagation-coefficient from the measured

values of attenuation and phase.

b) The slots disturb the fiel-d pattern within the waveguide so that

the propagation constant is no longer rel-ated exactl-y to the

semiconductor properties by Eq. (3.6).

c) Additional reflections may occur at the ends of the slotted

section, causing measurements of attenuation and phase to depend

on the longitudinal position of the sample in the slot.

The approach used by Gunn [25] was to extend the range of

measurements made on the semiconductor, to permit extrapoJ-ation to the

-tv* - y*)!.
* * rl

4Y" Y". o
o
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ideal case considered aboye, The techniques so far described are aimed

at providing an accurate cstimate of the propagation coefficient Y*

and hence of the complcx permittivity. To take into account the end effects

Gunn has deduced the fol-l"owinq equation

* f --t tr(tt + T3)
Y = ;- cosh (3"1I)*L ¿'LI'I 

3

where T. is the complex wave transmission coefficient corresponding to
l-

a sample of tength L, 12 corresponding to a sample of length g, + 9-r,

and T. to length 9" + 29," " He has suggested that for practical systems3-r
it is desirable to use long samples and to derive the propagation coefficient

of the inhomogeneously filled section from the slopes of straight sections

off graphs plotted against !".

The effect of the insulated sl-ots can be determined by measuring

the dependence of the propagation coefficent of a slotted guide on its

b dimension 125, 391. The correction procedure to allow for the presence

of the slot is based on the fact that the effect of the slot is likely

to be localized near the two broad wall-s of the guide. As the separation

b between these walls is increased the change in propagation conditions

caused by the slots will decrease and in the limit, when b tends to

infinity, its behaviour will be essentially the same as for the ideal

case" This suggests that the propagation coefficient Y* for the slotted

section will differ from the propagation coefficient y' for the

corresponding geometry without slots by a correction term which tends to

zero as b tends tc infinity. This relation may be expressed in the form

(3.12)
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For the first approximation Eq. (3.f2) can be written as

-I (3.13)

The constant ol_ is Ìikely to be complex since the region of the slot

contains semiconductor rvhich absorbs energy. Eq. (3.13) may thus be

split into real and imaginary parts as

I
0=0' + (3,14)

(3"1s)ß=ß

where CX, and ßt are, respectively, the attenuation and phase change

coefficients for the ideal waveguide structure without slots and g

and ß are the corresponding one's for the slotted guide with height b"

The val-ues of the constants Kr and K" can be obtained by performing

a series of measurements on waveguides with different heights.

The section of waveguide containing the slot and the semiconductor

sample forms a complicated transmission system of which the measured

attenuation and phase are functions of the position of the sample in the

slot and the magnitude of the attenuation. To avoid an apparent decrease

in attenuation produced by the slot coupling, the sl-ot should be short,

or the sample shoul-d be Located in a position close to one end. of the

slot" The magnitude of the slot-coupling effect depends on the physical

dimensions of the slot and the thickness of the insulant t461.

3"2. Measurements of Microwave Properties I)sing Sl-otted Coaxial- Line

Many techniques are avail-abl-e for the measurements of dieLectric

properties of materials using the slotted line [5, 3J, 64t 644. Different

sample shapes have been used for these techniques and Fig. 3.8 shows

tKl
b

I

K

b
ilrK

+-
b
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two such shapes. For the materials under invest-igation a technique using

a capacitive sample hol-der which terminates the slotted line is found

to be the most suitable. A restriction results for the other methods

from the difficulty of producing suitable samples. ¡lence, this technique

wil-1 be presented in detail-.

A small shunt capacitor terminating a coaxial transmission line

section is used as a sample holder, as shown in Fig. 3.8" The equivalent

circuit of this sample holder is a capacitor of capacitance C = el C-ro
*

[30] r where e.- is the relatj-ve complex permittivity of the materia]-T

filJ-ing the test capacitor, which can be ca]culated from the measured

input reflection coefficient at any desired frequency and temperature,

provided that the geometrical dimensions of the capacitor are much smaller

than the wavelength.

Stuchly et al- 164l have found the

capacitance of the empty sample holder C

material-s. This relation is

z
c

z-
o

lwhere z = 1- is the impedance ofcûr
o

the characteristic impedance of the

the optimum capacitance of an empty

the range of 10 MHz to 10 GHz"

(3.r6)

the empty capacitor, and ,o is

coaxiaL line. They have obtained

sampJ-e hol-der for any frequency in

rel-ation between

and frequencv
o

the

for

optimum

lossless

3"2.I" Voltage standing wave ratio measurement.

Several methods are avail-able for the measurement of voltage

standing wave ratio [VSI^IR] in a transmission line using a standing wave

indicator [5, 37,46,52,64a1. The choice of the method is dependent
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Fig. 3.8. T\¡¡o different sample shapes used in conjunction with coaxiaL
line techniques "
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on the expected magnitude of the VS!^IRr the degree of sophistication

required to reduce the errors of the measurement to an acceptal:le minimum,

and the conditions imposed by the nature of the experj-ment. I¡lhen the

VSWR is large, the method of Roberts and Von Hippel [6, 4I, 52] is

employed. The procedure is to measure the distance between two points

on either sides of the minimum at a level- of field strength which is an

arbitrary multiple M of the minimum fiefd strength. This is shown in

Fig" 3.9. rf the measured width is IÁI , then the standing wave ratio

can be found from the equation

2q
r¿2 - .o=2 (S)

Âq'

where S

error it

. 2.T\,t.sl-n (r )

g

is the VS!ùR, and

can be shown [20]

À
g

that

}S

M

(3.17)

ttie guide wavelength. For minimum

must be selected such that

(3.18)
252M:-

s2-rl

rn order to determine M accurately, precise knov¡fedge of the

minimum field strength is essential. However, in experiments where the

VSWR is very large or where the incident field strength is very lorv, this

minimum may approach the general noise level- of the detector system and

may even fall- below it. As a result, the errors in establishing M

could become extremely large. A method which overcomes this problem by

specially avoiding measurements in the noise region at the minimum, is

proposed by Owens 1461. The procedure, as indicated in Fig. 3.loo is to

choose a convenient l-evel of fiel-d strength just above the noise level

and to note the distance tl_ between points on each side of the minimum

at this level and then repeat for a field strength M times the first

one to find the seperation W^. The equation
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Fig" 3" 9" SÈanding wave pattern for E above noise level.mtn

E below noise level.
m]-n

Fig. 3"10" Standing wave pattern for
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52=l+
/-M -1

"i,.,2 
(tt-tul ) - "2 =1,.,2 1t'l! ¡

9S

(3.19)

is used for cafcu-lating the

The main advantage of

concentrated around st.anding

so that, although the probe

the probe is very sma1l"

3.2.2. Line attenuation errors"

Line attenuation

measurement of VSWR of a

at any point on the line

standing wave ratj-o.

both methods is that measurcmcr) r-:; are

wave minima where the total fir:ld is low,

coupling is appreciable, the j,nfl-uence of

presents a fundamental limitation to the accurate

transmission-line load. An expression for VSWR

is given by I5l

1
S

is the l-ine attenuation in

point at which the VSWR is

is the standing wave ratio
.1l-ines, i.e.: - 

.. I and
L

(3.20)

nepers/meter; 1, is the distance

measured to the load reference plane

at the l-oad" For high VSi.lRrs and

0,9 << 1. we obtain

tanhltanh-l f- + cll.l

where ct

from the

and S
L

low loss

If the line

where S
o

for VS!ùR

is the short

for small l-ine

1_
S

I_+
S

L

is

0.0

terminated in a perfect short then

(3 " 2r)

(3.22)

circuit VSlvR. IIence, as a first order correction

attenuation, we can use the eguation

^t0,.{, = 
-So

l
S

L

1+_
s

o

1_
S

to find the corrected VSWR at any point on the tine.

(3,22)
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERII{trNTÄL PROCEDURES

The two experimental technigues presented in Chapter 3 were used

in this invest.igation. The transmission bridge technique was used to

measure permittivity over the frequency range 29 to 3r GHz and the

slotted l-ine technique at a lower frequency range from I to 4 GHz. The

second technique al-lows application of bias fiel-d up to 25 I{,//cm whereas

the field as applied in conjunction with the first technique is limited

to a maximum of 3.5 KVrlcm"

4.L. SampJe Pre¡nration

The material- used in this experimental work is a chalcogenid.e alloy

tir, - 
".rO 

- O"3O - t"4g and undoped anthracene crystals.

SampJ-es used for the two experimental techniques differ only in

the final shape and dimensions, but not in the main procedure of sample

preparation.

The amorphous al-loy was supplied by Malven Radar Research Laboratories

in Engrand and received in the form of an ingot, approximately 3 cm in

length and I cm in diameter" The basic steps in producing samples from

the bulk material are outlined as follows:

The ingot \,¿as cut into wafers with a precision diamond wheel cuttero

each wafer being approximately J-mm in thickness. It vras found that this

thickness is adequate to al-low handling and machining of the sample

without breaking it. A diamond edge cutter \¡¿as used to cut the wafers

into rectangular shapes approximatety 7 x 7 mm, to be used with the

Èransmission bridge technique. Aú ultrasonic cutting machine was used
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to cut the wafers to smaller diameters of 6,5 mm with a speciall-y designed

cutting cylinder with an inner diameter of the same dimcnsion, This

diameter is slightly Ìarger than the diamet.er of the sample mount

terminating the slotted l-ine, This diameter increase is needed in order

to prevent surface breakdown at the sides of the sample.

To reduce the thickness of the sample to the desired thickness

of about 350 microns for each technique, each sample was mounted on a

brass bl-ock using wax as an adhesive. Care had to be taken at this point

not to subject the sample to excessive heat for this coul-d result in

localized regions of recrvstall-ization" The brass bl-ock was heated to

the melting temperature of wax, and once the sample had been placed into

position the entire assembl-y was quickì-y cooled to room temperature.

The exposed side of the sample was then polished to reduce the sample

thickness by about 200 microns. After one surface had been polished the

sample was removed and remounted on the brass block so that the other

surface coul-d be polished. This final polishing step was used to reduce

the sample thickness to the desired val-ue" It was then removed from the

brass block and placed in warm trichloroethylene to remove wax, finger-

prints, dirt and other foreign substances from its surface. To avoid.

any kind of chemical reaction between the sample and trichloroethylene,

the sample \,/as subjected to cleaning for not more than five to ten

minutes and then transfeired to methanol.

rt should be mentioned here that this amorphous material is

extremeJ-y brittl-e; a property which limits the thickness of the sample

to the above mentioned values. ft was found that reducing the thickness

any further would cause breakage of the sample.

The anthracene,crystals were supplied by Flarshaw Chemical- Company.
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The bulk anthracen was cleaved parallef to the a-b plane to a thickness

of about 5 mm. It was impossible to start with an initial sample

thickness of l-ess than 5 mm without breaking the samplc. The thicl<ness

was reduced by polishing the sample very slowly with a smooth cloth

dampened with pure benzine. Care was taken in order not to damage the

crystal by overheating or introducing-lattice dislocations. It was then

cut to either a rectangular shape using a very sharp knife, or to a

circu]ar shape using a specialry designed sharp cutter in the shape of

a cyÌinder of proper diameter"

4"2. Transmission Bridge

The transmission bridge provides a convenient means of measuring

the propagation coeffícient of the section of the guide containing the

dielectric material as adjustments of the attenuation and phase standards

are largely independent" The bridge circuit used is based on two lOdB

broadbancì directional couplers IHitachi, mod.el R2lOl-10] of d.irectivity

better than 35 dB" The circuit diagram for the bridge is shown in

Fig" 4.1" The matched. isol-ator assembly in the top bridge arm red.uces the poss-

ibiJ-ity of reflections from the sample entering the lower arm or being returned

to the sample" rt consists of an isolator [Hitachi mode]- Rlgoll of

minimum isolation of 20 dB and an E-H tuner which can compensate to

within a VSWR of I.02, for a mismatched l-oad having a VSWR as high as

10.1 to 20.I. The lower bridge arm consists of a precision direct reading

attenuator of the range 0 to 50 dB and accuracy 0.1 dB or +l% of

reading, whichever is greater, and a precision direct reading phase

shifter [TRG modcl 4528] of 0.6 dB insertion ]oss. Tïo variabl-e

attenuators, [llitachi rnodel RI525] of 0 to 30 dB attenuation range are
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used to control the output of both Klystons. Two KJ-ystrons [OKf mocle1

30VI0l are used respectively as a signal- osci.llator and local oscilÌator.

They have a frequcncy range from 28 * 32 Gllz wiLh a minimum output po\¡rer

of 100 mW. The mixer preamplifier IVarian model KGT-7-60-20-50] has

an i.f. frequency of 60 MHz, a 3 dB bandpass of 24.0 l.{tlz and a power

gain (rf to If) of 23.5 dB" The i.f" amplifier has a bandwidth of

2o"5 ltfrz and adjustable gain of from 20 to 81 dB. The frequency of the

signal oscillator is measured by means of a broadband direct reading

frequency meter lHitachi model R22]01 with a l_O MHz minimum scale

division and accuracy of a0.14%. The detector is an oscilloscope

[Tektronix, model 454] having a bandwidth of 150 MHz.

A closed water cooling system is used to keep the klystrons at

constant temperature and hence maintained at stabJ-e frequency operation.

The system consists mainly of a portable coolant pump [Nard.a mode]- 58221

and two copper tubes of * inch diameter which are wound around eacha

klystron, as shown in Fig" 4.2. This cooling system has proved to be

very satisfactory with the klystrons reaching stabfe frequency operation

in about 20 minutes.

4"2.I. Measurement procedure.

The measurement procedure can be divided into steps as fol-lows:

1. After the equipment was switched on for approximately 20 minutes

the signal krystron was adjusted to the proper frequency, and checked

with the wavemeter. The local oscillator vras then adjusted to present

maximum undistortqd signal- output on the oscill-oscope screen. This is

an indication that a difference frequency of 60 MHz has been obtained.

2. The tuners invariousparts of the circuit were adjusted to
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klystron

Fig. 4.2" Cooling mount of klystrons
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initially provide matched conditions. Tuner 3 *a" adjusted for maximurn

crystal current output and attenuator 2 set to maintain a crystal current

l-evel of 0.2 mAf which rvas chosen experimentally so as to provide finear

mixing. When matching the local oscillator arm, attenuator 1 was set

to its maximum val-ue for a minimum signal to the mixer.

3. To match the rest of the circuit, the attenuation level was reduced

in attenuator l-, then the cal-ibrated attenuator in the lower arm rdas

set to maximum so as to isolate the lower arm and permit adjustment to

tuner I to obtain a matched condition between the isolator and the sample

hol-der. The circuit was matched when tuners I and 2 were so set that the

i"f. output is a maximum. Tuners 1 and 2 could be teft unchanged, but

tuner 1 required adjustment with each change in sample measurement

conditions. When performing measurements attenuator I should be reduced

to a low level to ensure sufficient detection system sensitivity. Another

factor which has to be taken into consideration when setting this level

is the maximum power leveI of 3 mW which can be absorbed by the thermistor

used in conjunction with the wavemeter.

4" The system was then ready for taking measurements. The attenuation

A and phase shift 0, -were noted for the empty sample hol-der at bridge

balance. The sample was then introduced with bias field E, and

readings AZ and þ2 noted. The attenuation and phase shift due to the

sampJ-e under bias conditions is then given by A = OZ - Ot and þ = þ, - Ol.

These parameters can then be processed as discussed in chapter 3 to

give the complex permittivity of the sample.

4.2.2. Sources of errors

1) Instrument errors: The precision attenuator has some parasitic
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phase shift which varies rvit-h att-cnuator setting and thc s;maI1 attcnuation

characteristic associated r^¡ith the calibrated phasc: shifter also changes

with it.s setting, IÏowcver, A and rþ are onJ-y relat--ivc readinc¡s so

errors due to this source are negligibÌe.

2) Deviation from theoretical- conditions: The equations used to

derive the complex permittivity were obtained assuming ideal conditions;

i"e", no reflection at the slot edges and only the dominant mode

propagating in the sample hol-der guide. This assumption is estimated

to be a few percent off the rear physicaf situation tee1.

3) Human Factor: Errors arising from the fact that the bridge

balance depends on the bafance observed on the oscil-loscope screen,

which in turn is being judged by the human eye" Also, afl_ read.ings of

attenuation and phase shift are taken from instrument scafes. These

errors can be minimized by repeating measurements and averaging the

readings so obtained.

4"3" Sl-otted Coaxial_ Line Technique.

The equipment arrangements used consists of a precision slotted-

line terminated by a specially fabricated coaxial line mount containing

the sample- The superhetrodyne detection technique was used because

of its greater sensitivity. Measurements were mad.e over the frequency

range L.co4GHz.

A bLock diagram of the experimental arrangements is shown in

Fig" 4.3. rt consists of a precision slotted-line [Alford 2382A-4]

operabre in the frequency range 0"4 to 4 GHz, a signal_ oscillator

tH.P" 86904 main fram¡" swêep oscilrator with H.p. B6ggB pJ-ug in unit

with a frequency range o.l- - 4 GHz), and a precision test receiver
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lAirborn type 132r with Type 132 prearn¡>lifier_1 , A biasing insersion

unit IGR 874-fBL] was used to providc the d.c. connection between the

inner and out.er conductor of the sl,ottcd 1ine, and a unit oscitlator

IGR type l2l8A] served as the local- oscili-ator for the range 0.9 - 2 GHz

and a signal source [H.p. model 86]-6Bl for the frequency range l.B -

4.5 GHz.

4.3"1. The sample hol-der.

A special-1y fabricated mount was used for these measurements and

is shown in Fig. 4.4. rt was designed to al-low application of the d.c.

biasing voltage" The wide flanges, isolated by a 20 micron thick mica

sheet, introduce a very large capacitance compared to that of the

sample, FiS. 4.5 shows the mount construction. To permit measuremenls

of permittivity at different temperatures, a copper tube or I incrr
(f

diameter was wound ín a spiral shape and attached to the sample holder

as shown in Fig. 4.6. The mount temperature was charged by passing

hot water through the tube.

4.3.2" Measurement procedure

1" The equipment was switched on for about 45 minutes to allow it to

warm up and reach stable conditions. The frequency of the main oscill-ator

was adjusted first to the desired frequency" The frequency of the local

oscil-l-ator is then set 30 MHz below¡¡is frequency. This condition is

detected by obtaining a maximum at the receiver meter. The revel of

the local- oscillator is set to gj-ve a mixer current of between 0.2 -

I mA which insures linear mixing conditions.

2" The load reference plane was first founcl. The center rod of the
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Fig. 4.6" Cooling attachment.
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sample holder was replaced by one of longer length and which made a firm

contact with the end plate. Positions of standing wave minima were

determined by measuring two points on the sides of cach minimum 3 dB

above its l-evel-. This was done for different frequencies over the whole

frequency range. The location of the end plate was then determined

using the fact that the distance between each minimum and the short

circuit end must be equal to integral numbers of half rvavelengths. The

final val-ue, consistent with the slotted l-ine scale, was -6.475 cm.

3. The short circuit was then removed and the mount containing the

sampJ-e was connected to the sfotted line" Again the position of two

points around the minima and 3 dB above its level r.¡ere recorded. These

results were fed to the computer to obtain the complex permittivity at

d.ifferent bias conditions "

4. To measure the effect of temperature on permittivity, the sample

mount v¡as heated by a constant flow of hot water for about one hour to

alLow it to reach a stable temperature condition before any measurements

were carried out. The temperature was measured using a copper-constantan

thermocouple and special- thermocouple potentiometer lCambridge portable

potentiometer No" L-3610861 "

4.3"3" Sources of error

1. Slotted line attenuation errors:

the line attenuation was neglected even

certain errors" These errors, however,

aÈtenuation is very sma1l as is seen by

which results "

In this series of measr¡rements

though it might introduce

are negligable since the line

the high short-circut VSWR

2 " Frequency deviation errors: Frequency deviation affects the
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position of minima during measurements, It also affects the receiver

reading due to deviations in the i.f, frequency. This error was

minimized Ì:y allowing the oscil-lators enough warm-up time and by taking

readings at aIl avaifable minima on the fine and averaging them.

3. Leakage capacitance errors: Capacitance Co was estimated using

the actual dimensions of the sample holder capacitor. This is not its

time value, due to the leakage capacitance, and a correction was applied

using an experimentally derived. curve given by Stuchly et a1 1641.

4"4" Measurement of I-V CharacterisËics

The circuit shown in Fig. 4.7 in conjunction with Tektronix type

549 storage oscilloscope were used to record the current-vortage

characteristic of the amorphous semicond.uctors. The voltage and current

were recorded by increasing the voltage slowly up to a certain value

and then the voltage v¡as kept constant until the current reached its

final value
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Fig" 4.7. Schematic il-lustration of
the I-V characteristic.
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5. 1.

CIIAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Theorq of Pol-arization and Absorption

The resonance absorption may occur in solids containing dipolar

molecules with large moments of inertia due to rotational oscillations

of the molecules about their equiJ-ibrium positions [lg, 19]. Consider

a set of oscil-lating dipolar molecules in which each mol-ecule can be

considered as a linear harmonic oscillator having the moment of inertia

r ' the dipole moment E and the corresponding natural frequenclz uo/21t .

If the concentration of such moLecules is assumed to be so small- that

the interaction between them can be neglected then the equation of

vibration of each oscill-ator at an applied fierd È can be written as

s(t) = c(o) e-L/'r cos(oot + rf¡

vrhere ql is the phase angle by which

field. The real rel-ative permittivity

by

(s.r)

(s'z)

the polarization lags the driving

(dielectric constant) is given

u%_=_r2o* lÈ"Èl
..2 0 rqE

where 0 is the angular displacement.

In the case of polarization of a d.ielectric by an applied alternating

field, a phase shift will occur between the dÍpole oscillations and

the fieLd due to the dampingforces. Also, if the field is removed, the

dipole rviLl- rel-ax to its original state in a time dependent mainly on

the collision process within the dielectric. Using the decay factor for

the polarization proposed ny nrölich tlgl
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ll
c

Ac "min
e =Q -:-ûJT=e ---jj=:mrnæ¿o62 (5.12)

The half-value points, v,/here e " fal-Is to I/2 of its maximum value,

corresponds to r¿a = * . Thus, the longer the rel-axation time r, the

sharper the resonance.

In the following, experimental results will be presented and then

followed with discussion based on the theory.

5"2 Experimental. Resul.ts of the Amorphous semiconductor si.^ Gero utr0 r"4,t¿

5"2.L Current-voltage characteristics

Figure 5.1- shows the oscil-lograms of the current-voltage characteristics

of a sample having the dimensions of that described for the coaxial- line

technique. In each figure we can see the final equilibrium in current-

voltage characteristics of the sample under different bias conditions.

We are interested only in the finaL state on each curve because this

gives the condition at which the permittivity is measured at a specified

bias field" The figure shows also that the material has an ohmic current-

voltage characteristic up to a certain threshold voltage, and then the

voltage across its drops while the current increases up to certain

current and then it follows another ohmic curve with higher conductivity.

Hence, the amorphous semiconductor under investigation has two conductivity

states. It switches from the low conductivity state to the high one at

a certain voltage, which is dependent on temperature and the size of

the sample [48].

5"2.2 Absorption spectrum

Figure 5"2 shows the real- and imaginary parts of the complex
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(a)

(b)

Current-voJ-tage characteristics of the amorphous
semiconductor Sir, 

".lO 
O"30 t.4g.

ScaLe: trorz. IOOv/div.,; vert. O.2 mA/div.
Voltage2 ãt 7OO¡ b, gOO.

Fis" 5.1"
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(c)

5.1.

(d)

Current-voltage characteristics of the amorphous
semiconductor tilZ a.lO A=30 T.4B

Scalee horz. 100 V/dív.; vert. 0.2 nÀ/div.
Voltage2 ct 900; d, 1000.
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permittivity of the amorphous scmiconductor as a funct.ion of frequency,

in the frequency rangc 1-3 GIIz, it is clear that the material shorvs a

resonance absorption at a resonance frequency of l- 6 Gllz.

5"2.3. Tlte effect of temperature on the absorption spectrum

The temperature range was l-imited to l_0oc-42oc as a wider range

may lead to serious changes in the dimension of the sample mount, which

may in turn lead to the separation of the contact surfaces of the

sampJ-e. This separation wil-1 cause serious errors in the permittivity

measurements. Figure 5.3 shows the effect of temperature on the absorption

spectrum. The resonance frequency increases with increasing temperature.

5"2.4" comprex permittivitg of the amorphous semiconductor in the

presence of high d.c. el_ectric fieLd

The permittivity of the amorphous semiconductor has been measured

at a frequency of 4 GHz in the presence of fields up to 20 Kv/cm, and

at the frequency 30 GHz in the presence of fields up to 4 Kv/cm. No

appreciable change was observed in the real permittivity under these

bias fields "

5"3. Experimental. Resu-Zts of Anthracene Organic CrgstaLs

5.3.7 Frequencg dependence of the relative reaL permittivitg (dielectric

constant)

The dielectric constant of anthracene in a direction perpendicular

to a-b plane of the crystal, was measured ín the frequency range 1

to 4 GHz. The dielectric constant r: was found to be equar to 3.7"r
Figure 5.4 shows that the diel-ectric constant of anthracene is in
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independent of frequcncy in the frequcncy range used,

The dielectric constant in .r direction paral-lel to the a-b

crystal plane \¡/as also measured to be 2.38 in the frequency range 29-3r

GHz,

5.3.2 Temperature dependence of rel_ative reaL permittivitg

The rel-ative real permittivity was measured at the frequency

2 GHz over the temperature range 10oC-50"C. The relative real permittivity

is not sensitive to temperature, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

5.3.3 ReLative real permittivitg of anthracene in the presence of

high d.c" field"

An electric fiel-d ranging from 0 to 20 Kv/cm was appried to

the anthracene sample perpend.icular to the a-b plane of the crystal

and paralleL to the rnj-crowave field, at a frequency of 30 GHz, and a

field up to 4 Kv/cm parallel to the a-b plane of the crystal at a

frequency of 4 GHz. No change in the dieLectric constant was observed

under the above conditions.

5"4" Djscussjon of ResuLts

5"4.1 Amorphous semiconductor tiIZ 
".lO 

U"30 r"4,

a) Resonance Absorption

Resonance absorntion in dielectrics is weLl- known to be due to

displ.aceirent of charges bound elastically to an equilibrium position

[3r 18]. This behaviour has been referred to as optical polarj-zation

as its resonance frequency lies in the opticar range. The mechanisms

responsibl-e for resonance absorption are either el-ectronic or atomic
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polarization, and thus the relaxation spectra may ì-ie either in the

vj-sual or inf¡:ared regions, FröIich i18f 191, howeverr suggested that

the resonance absorption may also be of importance in sol-ids containing

dipolar mol-ecules wj,th large moments of inertia. The resonance in this

case is due to rotational oscillations of the molecules about their

equilibrium positions. The rel-axation time of such a behaviour, however,

has not yet been investigated.

It is bel-ieved that the resonance absorption in amorphous semi-

conductor titZ 
""tO 

O"3O t"4g observed is due to the rotational vibration

of dipolar mol-ecufes about their equilibrium position. There are two

reasons to support this suggestion. First, the resonance freguency

of the absorption spectrum is very low compared to that caused by atomic

polarization [18]; and second, the resonance frequency of the absorpÈion

spectra caused by atomic or electronic polarization is not very

sensitive iû temperature, while the one in Sirr a.lo O"30 Ten, is

fairly sensitive to temperature changes as shown by Fig. 5.3.

From the experimental curves given in Fig. 5.2 and Eq. (5.9) , and

on the basis of the fact that e" falls Lo I/2 of its maximum vaLue at

a frequency (trr - u-ro) = * r the values of Ae and r are found to be

Âe : 1"2

T = 2.45 x 1O-9 sec

This relaxation time T I in terms of the period of oscillation of the

dipolar mol-ecules, which is of the order of O.ø2 x IO-9 sec., is a

relatively short relaxation Lime. This may imply that the damping force

is fairly large, in this material. This damping force may be due to
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the high col-l-ision rate of the mol,ecul-es with their surrounding molecules.

In order to compare the experimcntal- results in Fig. 5.2 quantit-

tively with Lhe theory outlined in Section 5.1, the values of AÊ, 't I

and f obtained from the experimental data are substituted into Eqs.
o

(5.2) and (5.3), which are then solved by the computer. The resul-ts

are shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. It can be seen that the experimental

results are in good agreement with the theory. This leads to the

following two conclusions :

i) As the theoretical equations were derived on the basis of classical-

mechanics and. thermodynamics, this indicates that the dipolar

molecules responsible for thj-s absorption spectra are large in

size and have a fairly large moment of inertia, and,

These theoreticaÌ equations v¡ere also derived without taking into

account the interaction between oscillators. One may therefore deduce

that the number of dipolar mol-ecules per unit vol-ume is fairly

small, or they are shielded from each other by another neutral

medium.

Summarizing the above results, we can state that the observed

absorption spectra is due to the rotational vibration of large dipolar

molecules with large moment of inertia about their equiJ-ibrium position"

The interaction between these dipoles is fairly weak, but their collisi.on

rate with the surrounding molecules is high, thus giving rise to a short

reLaxation time.

ii)

The formulation of these

may be explained by looking at

by Adler et aL l2l. They have

amorphous alloy 
".15 

O"4 T.gl o

dipolar molecules and their behaviour

the structure of amorphous alloy given

proposed that the configuration of the

is roughly 30e" Te atoms with one Te
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and one Ge neighbour. The remaining Te atoms are at varying though

not large distances from the Ge atoms and wil-I have As neighbours, etc.

It has al-so been reported [65a, 4Ba] that the phase separation occurs,

frequently on a fine spatial- scale, in many glasses formed by cooling

mel-t solutions. This phase transition has been observed in the

amorphous composition tiar.O G.l_O O"3O t"47.4 by phillips et al t4Sal.

The composition of this material is very close to the amorphous semi-

conductor under investigation, so it is rikely that such a phase

transition in these materials may lead to the formation of dipolar mole-

cules of fairly large size. The applied. alterating electric field rvilf

cause these dipores to rotationally vibrate. Also these dipoles are

separated from each other by the phases of the rest of the composition,

so the interaction between them is relatively weak.

The increase of the resonance frequency of the absorption spectra

with increasing temperature can be explained as foll-ows: Referring to

Eq. (5.1) the increase in ,o can be due either to a decrease in the

moment of inertia of the dipole or to an increase in the binding forces

between it and its surroundings. The latter reason is more reasonable,

as any change in the moment of inertia will not be of appreciabLe effect

in this small- temperature change " The binding forces depends on the

internal fields, so the observed behaviour of the resonance frequency

suggests that these forces increase with increasing temperature" This

can be explained qualitatively, as these dipoJ-es are,,frozen in,,in the

material so the increase in energy by increasing temperature will- increase

their potentiar energy and hence their natural frequency ,o as the

potential energy of each dipole is equal to L/2 I ûr1.
o

b) complex permittivity in the presence of high d.c. electric
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field,

The experimental resul-Ls show that the dielectric constant of the

amorphous semiconductor Sir, 
"ulO 

O=30 Ten, does not change

with the presence of high erectric field. Atthis low conductivity

state the main carriers contributing to conductivity are hopping

electrons [45a]" It would be expected (see Eq. (2.I4)), that when the

material is in the low conducitivity state the carriers contributing to

the dielectric constant at high fields up to the threshold field are

negligibJ-e. Although in the high conductivity state the increase in

conductivity can be as high as 105, the transition between the two

states occurs only in one or more filaments of size (of the order of a

few microns) much smaLl-er than the electrode size: Their formation

is mainly d.ue to diffusion of certain atoms towards the region to make

the structure of the fiLamentry path more crystarrine, but not cause

much increase in carriers. The impedance of the sample at the high

conductivity state may then be represented by the equivalent circuit

shown in Fiq" 5.8, in which 
"t 

and 
"t 

are the capacitance and

conductance of the conductive filament. Since the filament cross

section area is very small compared to the sampre surface area, ct

is very smaLl irrespective of the magnitude of the change in the real-

permittivity of the conductive channer. Referring to Fig. 5.1, maximum

"t 
obtained during measurements was 1O-5 mho which is sma1l compared

with the loss capacitance e" c^ T o which is larger than 1O-3 mho. Hence,

the contribution of 
"t 

to the absorption in the sampre is very small.

This is why the transition from the l-ow conductivity to the high

conductivity state does not affect the complex permittivity of the

sample.
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Fig" 5"8" Equivalent circuit
tir2 

"u]o 
o"3o t"4g

state "

for amorphous semiconductor
sample in the high conductivity
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Tahle I
Dielectric constqnt of Anthracene Crystals
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5"4"2 Antltracene organic crgstals

a) Frequency dependence of the relative real permittivity (dielectric

constant) 
"

The dielectric constant of anthracene has been measured at various

frequenciqs and orientations L2a, I'J, 311 and the results are summari-

zed in Table 1" where ell, ez2, and t33 are the dielectric constant

in d.irections corresponds to the at b and c crystal_ directions. rt

shouLd be noted that the value of the dielectric constant, 3.7rwas

measured in the frequency range L-4 GHz and in the direction c' , which

is perpendicular to the a-b crystal plane, and the value 2.3g in the

frequency range 29-3r GHz and in the direction paralleJ- to the a-b

plane" so the value 2.38 is expected to be an average value of the

dielectric constant in the directions a and b. comparison of these

resul-ts with the results in Table 1, indicates that the real permittivity

of anthracene is constant over all these frequency ranges.

From the above results it is likely that the mechanism responsible

for polarization in anthracene is electronic polarization. As this

type of polarization does not experience changes over the frequency
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ranges aforementioned . Since the electronic polarization is temperature

independent [18] the dielectric constant of anthracene v¡ouId be expected

to be temperature independcnt as shov¡n in Fig. 5.5.

b) Diel-ectric constant of anthracene in the presence of high d.c.

electric fields

The experimental resufts show that there is no appreciable change

in the dielectric constant of anthracene in the presence of high d.c.

electric fierds up to 20 Kv/cm. Hwang et al- l2g) have reported that at

room temperature the anthracene has a low conductivity of the order

10-13 *ho "*-1 for fields up to about 30 Kv/cm. The ]ow conductivity

indicates that the concentration of carriers is very smalf and hence

their contribution to the dielectric constant in the presence of high

electric field is negligible.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

On tire basis of the results and discussion given in Chapter 5,

the folÌowing conclusions are drawn.

I" Amorphous semiconductor tir_, a"l_O OrrO t.r,

a) Amorphous semiconductor Sir, 
""10 

O=30 Ten, shows a resonance

absorption in the frequency range I-4 GHz. The resonance appears at the

frequency of 1.6 GHz corresponding to a relaxation time of. 2.45 x r-o-9

sec. at room temperature (293.K).

b) The resonance freguency of the absorption spectrum increases

with the increasing temperature in the temperature range L3-42"C"

c) The dielectric constant of the amorphous semiconductor SiI2 GerO

O=30 tu4g, at room temperature, is not sensitive to bias fiel-ds up to

20 Kv/cm at the frequency 4 GHz, and up to 3 Kv/cm at the frequency

30 GHz"

d) The resonance absorption is attributed. to rotational vibration

of dipolar molecules having rarge moments of inertia about their

equilíbrium positions. The experimental results are in close agreement

with the theoretical equat-ions based on this model. The increase of

the resonance frequency with increasing temperature is attributed to an

increase in the potential energy of the dipolar molecule due to an

increase in the internal fields as the temperature is increased,.

e) The dielectric constant is not affected by high d.c. bias field,

and this is due to that the size of the conductive fil-ament being very

small compared with the size of the sample.
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1I" Anthracene Crystals

a) The dielectric constant of anthracene organic crystals is equal

to 3.7 in a direction perpendicul-ar to tire a-l'r crystal plan in the

frequency range I-4 GHz, and 2.38 in a direction parallel to the a-b

crystal plane in the frequency range 29-3L GHz,

b) The dielectric constant is not sensitive to temperature changes

from 10"C to 50oC in the frequency range L-4 GHz"

c) The dielectric constant is not sensitive to d.c. bias fields

up to 20 Kv/cm at the frequency of 4 GHz, and. up::to 3 Kv/cm at the

frequency of 30 GHz.

d) The mechanism responsibfe for the above phenomena in anthracene

may be electronic polarization and this explains why the dielectric

constant is not sensitive to temperature.

e) The diel-ectric constant is not affected by the applied d.c"

bias field because the carrier concentration is too sma]L to show the

effect.
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